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What’s new in Qlik NPrinting 16.7 

 

Support for QlikView 11.20 SR17  

Jira issue ID: NP-469  

Qlik NPrinting 16.7 officially supports QlikView 11.20 SR17. 

Support for QlikView 12.10 SR7  

Jira issue ID: NP-442  

Qlik NPrinting 16.7 officially supports QlikView 12.10 SR7. 

Support for QlikView 12.10 SR8  

Jira issue ID: NP-463 

Qlik NPrinting 16.7 officially supports QlikView 12.10 SR8. 

Support for Windows Server 2016 

Jira issue ID: NP-476 

Qlik NPrinting 16.7 officially supports Windows Server 2016. 
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Bug fixes 

Error: bookmark not found 

Jira issue ID: NP-433 

Applying a bookmark filter would sometimes result in an “Error: bookmark not found” message. When 

this occurred, the report would not be created. 

The "Consider empty values" option of import recipient task was ignored for filters 

Jira issue ID: NP-435 

When importing recipient tasks, the "Consider empty values" option was ignored for filters. Previously 

imported filters would be kept. 

Sort order in PowerPoint report was incorrect when using Concat() function 

Jira issue ID: NP-438 

In PowerPoint templates, if you used the QlikView Concat() function in a Qlik NPrinting formula, the 

resulting report showed an incorrect sort order in the concatenated string. The first value would be 

correct, but starting from the second value, string elements were sorted in reverse alphabetical order. 

This happened only in PowerPoint report. 

PDFs generated from password-protected PowerPoint reports were missing objects 

Jira issue ID: NP-448 

PDFs generated from password-protected PowerPoint templates (open and/or write), were missing 

objects. Disabling password protection resulted in correct PDFs. 

Some hyperlink in PDF reports from PowerPoint templates did not work 

Jira issue ID: NP-454 

Some hyperlinks in PDF reports, generated from PowerPoint templates, did not work. This occurred if 

a hyperlink did not include a whole sentence. The issue only affected Qlik NPrinting 16.6. 

Original recipient filters were deleted when clones were modified 

Jira issue ID: NP-458 

When a recipient has a recipient filter created within it and the recipient was cloned, the filter would be 

deleted from the original recipient, when it was removed from the clone. 

Importing recipients from wizard did not remove duplicates 

Jira issue ID: NP-461 

Importing recipients from the import wizard created different results than running the same import 

from a task. In particular, importing from the wizard generated duplicate entries, while importing from 

a task generated a clean list without duplicates. 

Starting from this version, in the "Recipient imports" user interface there is the new flag "Remove 

duplicates", that eliminates the duplicate recipients when using the wizard. 
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Password-protected PDFs sometimes have not print permission 

Jira issue ID: NP-252 

Sometimes, PDF reports generated from Microsoft Office templates did not have print permission. 

Now PDF reports generated from Excel, Word, or PowerPoint templates can always be printed. 
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